Many materials phenomena are governed by the interaction between chemistry and mechanics. However, it was only in the second half of the 20th century that the theory of open system elasticity by Francis Larché and John W. Cahn concatenated the fields of solid mechanics and alloy chemistry. As the theory's central materials descriptors, the open system elastic parameters describe how solids deform under stress when solute can rearrange at equilibrium while the chemical potential is held constant. Here, we report experiments verifying the predictions for these parameters. We study the elasticity of nanoporous Pd-H and Pd-Au-H during load cycles imposed by a dynamic mechanical analyzer. Short diffusion paths afford fast equilibration of H in the local strain gradients that carry the macroscopic elastic deformation. The experiment is in excellent agreement with the theory, confirming a central prediction of one of the key contributions to 20th-century thermodynamics.
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mechanochemical coupling | elasticity | solid mechanics | alloy thermodynamics | nanomaterials P henomena that depend critically on the interaction between chemistry and mechanics are ubiquitous in materials science. The interplay between stress and lithium diffusion in battery electrodes is a modern example, while the martensite transformation-which relies on the elastic distortion of a crystal lattice to enhance its solubility for interstitials-has been exploited for millennia in hardening steel. Additional examples are superalloys, where the interplay of chemical diffusion and elastic interaction creates and stabilizes the precipitate structure that gives turbine blades their high-temperature creep resistance, coherency effects that suppress the spontaneous decomposition of supersaturated solid solutions by spinodal decomposition, and Cottrell atmospheres around lattice dislocation cores that contribute to solid solution hardening in many engineering materials. Last but not least, damping phenomena in metals can arise from solute redistribution in response to cyclic variation of the anisotropy (Snoek effect) or the gradients (Gorsky effect) of stress fields.
By the mid-20th century, many mechanochemical coupling phenomena were supported by detailed theory. However, the descriptive approaches tended to be ad hoc and tailored to the specific problem, and it was only with the theory of open system elasticity by Francis Larché and John W. Cahn that a unifying approach became available (1, 2) . The conditions for chemical equilibrium between homogeneous phases at hydrostatic pressure could be considered established since the work of J. W. Gibbs, and the mechanics of nonuniformly and nonhydrostatically stressed elastic solids (at constant composition) had been described even earlier. The Larché-Cahn theory goes beyond these insights in combining the conditions of chemical and mechanical equilibrium in a unified framework that allows for general nonuniform and nonhydrostatic stress states while admitting the full complexity of equations of state for the chemical potential in solid solutions. One of its central conclusions is that small strain scenarios of coupled chemoelastic equilibrium can be mapped onto classic problems of solid mechanics alone when the conventional fixed composition elastic constants of Hooke's law are replaced with new open system elastic parameters that are informed by the interaction of composition with stress at equilibrium.
By concatenating the fields of alloy thermochemistry and solid mechanics, the Larché-Cahn theory is one of the key advances in thermodynamics of the 20th century. The approach is embraced by many modern studies of phase transformations by theory and numerical modeling (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) , and its predictions for the impact of stress on the chemical potential and, thereby, on the driving force for diffusion during lithium insertion are a current topic in the active field of battery research (10) (11) (12) . The Larché-Cahn theory is also at the heart of an ongoing controversy about the extent of solute enrichment in Cottrell atmospheres and its consequences for stress shielding in dislocation plasticity (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . It is, therefore, surprising that central predictions of the theory have not seen direct verification by experiment. The closest were experiments on the elastic aftereffect in metal hydrides around 1970 (19, 20) . That effect was first analyzed in pioneering theory by Vadim Gorsky, who predicted an elastic relaxation as solute is redistributed in stress gradients in a solid solution (21, 22) . Gorsky effect measurements are now an established tool for determining diffusion constants from the time dependence of that relaxation (23) . However, the open system elastic constants, which are the key materials' parameters of the Larché-Cahn theory, have not been measured and compared with the predictions. Here, we exploit the fast equilibration of hydrogen in nanostructured Pd and Pd-based alloys (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) 
Significance
respectively, where G x and Y x are the corresponding elastic constants at constant composition and χ is a solute susceptibility parameter, namely
with x indicating the solute fraction and ρ0 indicating the volumetric density of sites for solute. The concentration-strain coefficient η for isotropic solids is defined so that, at constant stress, the change δx in solute fraction induces the strain δE = ηUδx , with U indicating the unit tensor in 3D. It is well known that, owing to changes in the chemical bonding on alloying, the constant composition elastic parameters may explicitly depend on the composition [that is,
. However, Eq. 1 embodies an additional effect: Stress changes the composition at equilibrium, and along with that composition change comes an extra strain, which is over and above the classic elastic response and can be large. This implies a softening of the stress-strain relation. The solute atmosphere around the core of a lattice dislocation is an example: The stress field of the dislocation changes the composition, yet the composition change feeds back into the stress and reduces it. The open system elastic constants afford self-consistent solutions for the acting stress, which may then be used to evaluate the composition (17) . of state for the chemical potential as (30) 1A) , with TC indicating the critical temperature of the miscibility gap, R indicating the molar gas constant, with τ = T /TC, and using materials parameters (Y , η, TC) (28) for Pd-H for the sake of illustration, the normalized open system elastic parameters are obtained as shown in Fig. 1B for temperatures below, at, and above TC. It is seen that alloying drastically reduces Young's modulus at any temperature. Y µ can even drop all of the way to zero, notably at the critical point and at the spinodals. A finite strain can then result from an infinitely small stress.
For use below, we introduce the uniaxial compliance as SU = 1/Y , and we note that Eq. 1 implies that the relative difference, ∆s µ , between the open system and closed system compliances,
Verification Strategy. Our verification strategy exploits the fast diffusion of hydrogen in Pd and its alloys. The chemical potential, µH, of H may conveniently and precisely be controlled by the electrode potential, E , of the metal immersed in acids. The wide miscibility gap of Pd-H at room temperature (31) implies that Pd-H alloys with intermediate hydrogen fraction cannot be obtained as homogeneous, single-phase states. Yet, alloying coinage metals atom fractions in the order of few 10% reduces TC of the gap to room temperature (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . There is then a wide range of solubility for H. We choose dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) for exploring elasticity as the function of µH. Uniform tension or compression loading is not convenient, as a variation in the equilibrium value of the net H content in a sample would be entailed. This would require H uptake or release through the sample surface, a process that involves kinetic barriers and, therefore, can be slow (36) . Instead, we explore the geometry considered by Gorsky (22) , where the solute redistributes internally in strain gradients when a beam is bent. The net hydrogen fraction may then be approximated as constant within a linear theory that applies at small strain, and the kinetics is entirely controlled by the bulk diffusion constant.
Conventional DMA frequencies are in the order of 1-100 Hz so that the characteristic time t for H equilibration should not exceed t = 1 ms. With the H diffusion constant, D, in the bulk of Pd at 300 K in the order of 4 × 10 −11 m 2 /s (37) and with the characteristic diffusion distance X ∼ (Dt), we must require that the beam thickness is below 200 nm. Dealloying, the selective dissolution of a less noble component from a solid solution by corrosion (38, 39) , affords the preparation of nanoporous (np) metal samples with macroscale dimensions, suitable for investigation by DMA (40) . Their microstructure takes the form of a network of struts or "ligaments" with sizes in the order of a few tens of nanometers or below. The effective macroscopic elastic response of these materials to uniaxial compressive external load is carried, at the ligament level, by predominantly bending, while an additional small axial component may be admitted (41) . Bending deformation sets up stress gradients along cross-sections of a ligament (that is, on the characteristic scale of the ligament size). Axial deformation is nonuniform on a slightly larger scale, with neighboring ligaments tending to be strained more in compression or more in tension, depending on their orientation to the load axis (42) . In any case, external load on dealloyed np metals sets up local stress gradients that may drive solute redistribution as in a Gorsky-type scenario.
The stiffness of struts against both deformation modes, axial strain and bending, is governed by Young's modulus as the relevant elastic parameter. This implies that relative changessuch as those of Eq. 1-in the local Young's modulus, Y , of the material in the struts translate one to one into relative changes of the effective macroscopic Young's modulus, Y eff . In other words,
Uniform samples of dealloying-made np Pd have recently become available and exhibit H sorption characteristics quantitatively compatible with conventional massive Pd (29) . Thus, DMA experiments with electrochemical control of the H fraction in np Pd or Pd-Au are consistent with our strategy.
Results
Microstructure and Hydrogen Sorption. We study two types of monolithic, millimeter-sized np samples (details are in SI Appendix). For one type, np Pd is prepared by dealloying Cu85Pd15 as in ref. 29 . That material contains 5 atomic percent (at. %) of residual Cu and has a solid volume fraction of 0.17. For the other type, samples of np Pd-Au, nominally np Pd83Au17, are made by dealloying Cu85Pd12.5Au2.5. Accounting for the residual Cu, the np Pd-Au samples' composition is Pd77Au15.5Cu7.5. Metal fractions after dealloying could be determined with an uncertainty of ±1 at.-%.
Scanning electron micrographs of cleavage surfaces are shown in Fig. 2 A and B. As reported in ref. 29 , np Pd has a hierarchical structure, with the mean ligament size, L, at the lower hierarchy level below 10 nm. By contrast, np Pd-Au exhibits a unimodal structure with L = 7 nm. (43, 44) and the previously established concentration-strain coefficient of our material (29) (SI Appendix has details).
For the example of np Pd, Fig. 2C shows adsorption isotherms of x net H vs. ESHE, here determined by current integration (SI Appendix). The graph resolves three regimes: H adsorption [or underpotential deposition (UPD)] on the surface followed by H absorption in the bulk of, first, the dilute α-Pd-H and then, the concentrated α -Pd-H phase (29) . We found that np Pd can be cycled through the α − α phase transformation and back for 1,000 cycles without substantial change in the microstructure or the sorption behavior (29) .
As the reference state for zero hydrogen fraction, we chose the equilibrated sample at the potential of the onset of bulk absorption. This is at E = 0.130 ± 0.005 V for the np Pd-H sample in Fig. 2C . Thus, our reference state is the sample with sensibly no hydrogen in the bulk and with an essentially saturated UPD adsorption layer at the surface. For conciseness of notation, we henceforth refer to the bulk hydrogen fraction (excluding the UPD H) per total number of metal atoms as xH. In some instances, we normalize the effective Young's modulus to its "reference" value, Y eff 0 ; that value refers also to the above reference state.
Isotherms of xH vs. E were obtained by slow-scan cyclic voltammetry. Fig. 3A shows E vs. xH in np Pd at different potential scan rates. Also shown is an isotherm from ref. 29 based on an even slower approach with equilibration at discrete potential values. The phase transition plateau and hysteresis are obvious in all graphs. As the scan rate decreases, the hysteresis lessens, and the graphs for intermediate hydrogen fraction approach horizontal lines. This is consistent with the well-known miscibility gap in the alloy. Fig. 3B displays the isotherms for np Pd-Au. Again, the hysteresis systematically lessens at smaller scan rate. However, the graphs remain sloped at all scan rates. This suggests a very small miscibility gap or even continuous solubility for H. The data, and specifically the nearly continuous solubility of H, are consistent with data for Pd85Au15 in ref. 35 . Fig. 3 C and D refers to the evaluation of the solute susceptibility, χ. The evaluation has been restricted to solutions that are homogeneous and dilute in H (see also the discussion of solubility limit below) measured during increasing xH and at the lowest scan rate. That scenario avoids large current densities as well as hysteresis, thereby providing the most reliable data. Fig. 3C plots the solubility isotherms in that regime vs. µH. The general magnitude and the downward curvature at higher xH are consistent with the literature. A slight upward curvature at the very lowest xH is not compatible with dilute solution behavior in the bulk and may be explained as the result of some extra hydrogen being absorbed during the approach to saturation in the UPD layers. For each material, the isotherm was approximated as a polynomial in ln(xH) (dashed lines in Fig. 3C ), and χ was obtained by taking the derivative algebraically according to Eq. 2. The results are shown in Fig. 3D . It is seen that np Pd-Au, due to its higher solubility, reaches a larger susceptibility value. It is expected that χ converges to zero in the limit of high dilution. The observation of a finite χ at the lowest xH is, therefore, again a signature of a small extra H uptake while the UPD layers approach saturation. In other words, our data slightly overestimate χ at the lowest xH. change ∆l , which implies the xH. Measurements of Y eff for np metals by DMA have been validated by comparison with conventional compression tests on np metal samples (40, 45) . DMA signals for a representative potential scan through the α − α phase transition are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1B . The elastic response was reproducible and stable over time (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Experiments with np Pd-H in single-phase regimes and at strain frequencies, ν, in the range from 0.1 to 100 Hz (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A) found Y eff to be independent of ν within better than 1.4%, irrespective of xH. These results suggest that the elastic behavior under the conditions of our measurement is stable, reproducible, and independent of hydrogen diffusion kinetics.
Open System Elastic Response. The symbols and left ordinates in Fig. 4 A and B explore how Y eff for np Pd and np Pd-Au varies with xH at strain frequency of 1 Hz. To emphasize the relative change on hydriding, Y eff is normalized to the value, Y eff 0 , in the reference state. As the most obvious observation, the stiffnesswhich is at maximum for the pure (hydrogen-free) metals-goes through a pronounced dip as xH increases. Near the largest xH, the values of Y eff still remain below those in the pure metals. Most importantly, the decrease in Y eff starts immediately on hydriding and Y eff is substantially reduced already before the onset of the phase transformation.
The excellent consistency of the Y eff data for scan rates 0.2, 0.1, and 0.03 mV/s suggests that the equilibration is sufficient for a meaningful measurement of the elastic response in the hydrided states. A pronounced hysteresis between adsorption and desorption is apparent for np Pd. By contrast, the adsorption and desorption branches coincide for np Pd-Au. This behavior is consistent with the hysteresis that is generally observed when cycling Pd-H through the α − α miscibility gap and with the expectation that the gap is suppressed in Pd-Au-H.
To emphasize the gain in compliance due to hydrogen absorption, we have also converted the stiffness data of Fig. 4 A and B into relative compliance changes, ∆s eff . The lines and right ordinates in Fig. 4 A and B show this data. Remarkably, H electrosorption can result in as much as a 30% increase in compliance. Fig. 4C shows that the loss factor, tan δ = Y eff loss /Y eff , of np Pd-H increases steeply when entering a two-phase state; this steep increase qualifies tan δ as a sensitive indicator of the onset of the phase transformation. In the two-phase states, tan δ depends on the potential scan rate. The observations suggest that two-phase np samples exhibit microstructural heterogeneity on a scale that is (i) larger than the ligament size and (ii) dependent on the rate at which the phase transformation is driven. The larger scale would make for slower hydrogen equilibration during strain cycles. The observations for np Pd-Au-H (Fig. 4D) are quite similar, suggesting a region of two-phase coexistence or at least large compositional heterogeneity at intermediate values of xH in the ternary alloy. Because of the incomplete equilibration, data from the two-phase states need to be excluded from our comparison with the theory for open system elasticity. Inspection of Fig. 4 C and D, therefore, suggests that this comparison, presented below, needs to be restricted to hydrogen fractions xH < 2% for np Pd and < 4% for np Pd-Au.
Investigations on the frequency dependence of tan δ are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3B . In single-phase states and at frequencies up to 10 Hz, the loss factor is found to be (i) very small, (ii) practically identical to that in "dry" np Pd samples measured in air, and (iii) independent of the strain frequency. These observations verify that the loss in single-phase states is not related to hydrogen, confirming that H here redistributes much faster than the characteristic time of a strain cycle.
The theory prediction for the relative change in open system compliance with xH is obtained from Eq. 3 using the experimental value for η of our material from ref. change of the local compliance. This motivates our comparison of theory and experiment for relative compliance change. Fig.  5 shows the theory as solid lines. Experimental data, measured at DMA frequencies of 1 and 3 Hz during hydrogen absorption runs with np Pd and np Pd-Au, are shown as circles in Fig. 5 . At the lowest xH, the theory slightly overestimates the compliance change. This is readily explained as a consequence of the slightly too large experimental χ values at the lowest xH (see discussion above). As µH and xH increase and as the experimental compliance change becomes significant, the graphs for theory and experiment converge and continue to vary with excellent agreement. Thus, the enhancement of the compliance in the single-phase dilute solutions is fully and quantitatively consistent with the theory of open system elasticity.
Discussion
Our central observation is the substantial increase in compliance when np Pd and Pd-Au are alloyed with hydrogen. The enhancement is largest-up to 30%-in two-phase states of the material, but substantial changes-up to 10%-are also found in single-phase states. Previous studies of the elasticity of Pd-H used the ultrasound pulse-echo technique (48, 49) or resonances in millimeter-scale samples at ultrasonic frequencies (50, 51) . It is readily confirmed that measurements of the elastic constants of single-phase samples of Pd-H with ultrasound probe the constant composition elastic behavior. At frequencies of several 100 kHz, each half cycle takes about 1 ms. The velocity of longitudinal sound waves in Pd is around 4 km/s (52), implying ultrasound wavelengths λ in the order 1 cm. The regions of compression and tension in the wave field here represent the heterogeneities in the stress between which solute has to be redistributed in an open system scenario. However, according to our estimates of the diffusion distance of H in Pd at room temperature (see above), the characteristic diffusion distance within 1 ms will be of order 10 nm. This is smaller than λ by six orders of magnitude. Obviously, hydrogen cannot follow the sound waves, and therefore, ultrasound experiments measure essentially the constant composition modulus.
The ultrasound data for single-phase states of Pd-H afford an estimate of the variation in constant composition elasticity. Focusing on dilute α-Pd-H, Salama and Ko (48) find the relative change in the polycrystalline (Voigt-Reuss average) Young's modulus at −0.5% per atomic percentage H, much smaller than the −6% change at 2 at.-% H in our study. Ultrasound data for the variation of Y with xH in single-phase α -Pd-H have not been reported, yet Schwarz and coworkers (51) studied the singlecrystal shear elastic parameters C44 and C = (C11 − C12)/2. Between pure Pd and the terminal α solution, they report a decrease in C44 by several percent, while C increases by a sim-A B ilar amount. Both parameters are then found to decrease on further hydrogen uptake. Our experiments on Y eff also show a decrease between pure Pd and terminal α -Pd-H yet with even less variation (1-2%).
The lack of data for the constant composition Young's modulus Y x of α -Pd-H prevents us from comparing experiment and theory in the more concentrated solutions. We thus focus on α-Pd-H, where all observations indicate that the small hydrogen fraction will not substantially affect the constant composition elastic response. These observations provide a priori justification for our use of the pure Pd Young's modulus for Y x of α-Pd-H in Eqs. 1 and 3. The excellent agreement between theory and experiment confirms this choice a posteriori: the pronounced increase in compliance of single-phase Pd-H with hydrogen content can be explained entirely as due to the transition from closed to open system elasticity.
Larger changes in the elastic constants, similar to these observations, have been reported for two-phase states of Pd-H (50, 51) . In those studies, precipitates with characteristic size and spacing in the order of 1 µm (53) introduce elastic heterogeneity that interacts with the ultrasound wave field and leads to cyclic hydrogen redistribution on a scale much smaller than the wavelength (50) . While the characteristic distance is still too large for complete equilibration of xH within each half cycle of the ultrasound wave, the redistribution of H can here substantially enhance the compliance. In our experiments, the H redistribution in single-phase states is between the stretched and compressed regions of a ligament during bending deformation, which are a few nanometers apart. When the np samples enter a two-phase state, heterogeneity may arise on length scales much larger than the ligament diameter. The redistribution of hydrogen in the cyclic stress fields of our DMA experiment may then be qualitatively similar to that in the ultrasound experiments; this explains the large loss factor in two-phase states of our samples.
Our observation of a 30% change in the elastic behavior under control of the electrode potential is remarkable, since it implies a material with a compliance that can be adjusted on demand. Our experiments thus emphasize the potential of metal/electrolyte hybrid nanomaterials with operando tunable properties, which have been proposed in earlier work as novel functional materials (54, 55) . The ability to manipulate a material's compliance in service may be relevant when the haptic behavior is to be adjusted or when mechanical or acoustic resonances are to be tuned.
Conclusion
Our work experimentally verifies the prediction of the theory of Larché and Cahn (1, 2) for the elastic parameters of open systems. Focusing on single phase, dilute alloys of hydrogen in Pd and Pd-Au, we examine how the stiffness varies with hydrogen content. We show that Young's modulus is substantially reduced when the alloy is hydrided, which is in quantitative agreement with the theory. It is well acknowledged that stress can change the composition of a solid solution at equilibrium. The elastic softening illustrates that, conversely, the composition change feeds back into the stress and can substantially reduce it. As one example for the implications, our observations would seem to support the controversial (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) suggestion that the stress fields around lattice dislocations in solid solutions will deviate noticeably from what is predicted by classic, constant composition elasticity theory.
Solute redistribution in stress gradients was first proposed by Vadim Gorsky (22) , and the Gorsky effect was the subject of several profound experimental studies of the associated hydrogen diffusion phenomena in the second half of the 20th century. Larché and Cahn (1, 2) provide a thermomechanical framework that includes these effects but has a much more general scope.
